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TEMX-C
Cylinder Arm type

SeriesCCPPCost Performance

Color LCD panel in view of operational convenience

An easy-to view 6.5 inch color LCD operation panel and special use 
keys are designed in a compact interface to enable operation by 
instinct. The job currently being embroidered on the machine is 
displayed on the screen in real time <PAT>.

Sleep mode function to save energy

The energy saving function of a personal computer has been
introduced to the operation panel. Holding down a single button to set 
the machine in standby status and pressing it once more cancels this 
function.
Unnecessary power consumption can be kept down without turning
off the main power.

*6.5 inch color LCD panel
*Runs on Microsoft Windows® 

CE.
*Standard memory for 2,000,000
  stitches is built-in.

data input/output

Design data can be input and output using USB memory.
* Commercially available USB memory reader/writer is applicable.

LAN support for networking

LAN port is prepared for easier access to networking function.

High speed Max.1000 rpm

TECHNOLOGY

Spiral tube, Take-up lever guard <PAT>, 

paying attention to safety

Spiral tubes between the upper thread course stand and the individual 

tension base protect upper threads against environmental wind, 

generated by air conditions etc. which causes thread to be entangled 

with each other.

Furthermore, uniquely developed covers are mounted onto the take-up 

levers to prevent threads from being entangled during high-speed 

operation and to improve safety in the working surroundings.

Rotary disk

Rotary disk, cut in a unique shape, rotates 
without slippage, following the thread feed. 
The slit plate also rotates
in synchronization. And if the rotation is 
stopped for some reason, the sensor 
detects it and stops embroidery machine 
operation in an instant.

Thread breakage detecting system

for prevention of production error

A sensor monitors thread movement at all times. If the upper or 

under thread is broken, this system detects it in an instant and stops 

stitching to prevent embroidery production from continuing with 

broken thread. The sensitivity of the sensor is adjustable on the 

operation panel, depending

on the embroidery conditions.

Ball screw drive system has been adopted to reduce the time

for color change operation drastically

The Ball screw drive system, widely used for high precision position

control of industrial machinery, has been introduced to the color 

change drive system. The time required for the color change from 

the first to the ninth needles has been reduced from about 3 to 1.1 

seconds, drast ical ly  improving product iv i ty of  mult icolor  

embroidery.

Middle thread guide with thread take-up lever <PAT>, 

keeping the balance of upper and under threads.

Thread take-up springs pick up excess thread and stabilize the 

balance of the upper and lower threads during high speed operation

improving thread tension. Thread breakage due to extra fine satin 

stitches (2mm or less), needle tip or thread untwisting etc. has been

reduced by 30 - 50% (compared with our conventional specification).

Thread take-up spring is mounted closer 
to needle position and has improved the 
response to the timing to take up thread.

Spiral tube Take-up lever guard <PAT>

TEMX-C1212 with Tubular Frame

Operation panelSpiral tube
Rotary disk

Middle thread guide  &
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Needle bar stroke

Start / Stop switch
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MULT I  FRAME

For more comfortable working convenience

Auto sub-table lifter

The table moves up or down to the desired position by the command 

on the operation panel.

It can be easily lifted down for the applications of tubular goods 

frames etc. to decrease the operators’ workload.

A USB port is prepared on a side

of the operation panel.

A key is lit in red in the sleep

mode status.

Auto sub-table can be lifted up

or down at a maximum of 220mm.

Sensor

Thread

Slit plate

Rotary disk

Adult-use

Clip type

Tubular goods frame

Plastic made frames suitable
for embroidery on tubular products 
likeT-shirts, sweat shirts or uniforms.
Select from many frame sizes to your 
product.

Cap frame

A wide cap frame for embroidery on 
finished caps. Irrespective of cap 
type, embroidery space of this 
frame covers max.360mm in length 
on the circumference of caps (for 
adult use). Attachment/detachment 
of caps on the cap frames is made 
easy by one-touch operation.
3 kinds of frames are available 
adult-use, child-use and baby-use 
types.

Cylindrical frame

Special frame to apply embroidery 
on cylindrically-shaped products 
like golf head covers or wine bottles.
Either Clip type or Clamp type is
selectable according to necessary
embroidery space.

Pocket frame

An embroidery frame to apply 
embroidery on small pockets.
Best suited for small size embroidery 
such as monogramming.

Clamp type

Tajima’s only Arm type embroidery machines
This series is based on the arm bed structure for lock stitch sewing machines
and is the optimum for embroidery on finished products like T-shirts, caps or pant legs.
Frames can be exchanged with ease to meet urgent orders.
This series, having superior cost performance, provides you with more comfort
to meet the customers’ needs.
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High-speed cording device (KB-2M)

Various kinds of cording materials can be 

stitched at a high speed.  Exchanging of the 

attachment enables looping embroidery.  

Simple adjustment of the height varies 

stitch volume and expands the range of 

embroidery expressions.

Position marker

W h e n yo u s e t  t h e  d e s i g n s t a r t i n g  

position, LED lights up the needle hole 

position, which is not visible under the 

fabric. This always helps you check the 

position accurately.

* A position marker is to be installed to every head.
* Not applicable with cap frames.

Jog remote-controller <PAT>

The Jog remote-controller has consolidated the 

function of frame travel operations. It is independent 

of the operation panel and allows to move the frame 

while the operator is close to the needles.

Jog remote-controller can be stored in 
a holder on the side of the Operation 
panel when it is not used.

OPTIONS
High-speed sequin device <PAT>

Various kinds of sequin spangles of 3 - 9 dia. 

can be stitched at the max. speed of 1,000 

rpm. Also available are the options of the 

W-reel to mount 2 sequin tape reels of the 

same diameter at the same time and the 

attachment to mount a 200m winding reel 

(250mm dia.).

Boring device

A special knife bores the fabric and the 

device overlocks the hole.

Hole size is adjustable as needed and the 

shape can be created in the course of 

design data making.

SPECIFICATIONS
A

5,400
7,345
6,480
7,560
5,400
7,345
6,480
7,560
5,400
7,345
6,480
7,560

B

1,425
1,425
1,425
1,425
1,425
1,425
1,425
1,425
1,425
1,425
1,425
1,425

C

1,660
1,660
1,660
1,660
1,660
1,660
1,660
1,660
1,660
1,660
1,660
1,660

D

930
930
930
930
930
930
930
930
930
930
930
930

E

481
481
481
481
481
481
481
481
481
481
481
481

F

904
904
904
904
904
904
904
904
904
904
904
904

Embroidery space (mm)

TEMX-C912
TEMX-C912
TEMX-C915
TEMX-C918
TEMX-C1212
TEMX-C1212
TEMX-C1215
TEMX-C1218
TEMX-C1512
TEMX-C1512
TEMX-C1515
TEMX-C1518

Models

12
12
15
18
12
12
15
18
12
12
15
18

Heads

9
9
9
9

12
12
12
12
15
15
15
15

Needles

360
500
360
360
360
500
360
360
360
500
360
360

Head
interval

Cylindrical frame
Normal

340x360
340x500
340x360
340x360
340x360
340x500
340x360
340x360
340x360
340x500
340x360
340x360

Cap frame

75x360
75x360
75x360
75x360
75x360
75x360
75x360
75x360
75x360
75x360
75x360
75x360

Semi wide
cap frame

83x180
83x180
83x180
83x180
83x180
83x180
83x180
83x180
83x180
83x180
83x180
83x180

Tubular frame

360x290
357x412
360x290
360x290
360x290
357x412
360x290
360x290
360x290
357x412
360x290
360x290

Clamp

180x60
180x60
180x60
180x60
180x60
180x60
180x60
180x60
180x60
180x60
180x60
180x60

Clip

110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140
110/85x140

1.8kwPower consumption

AC servo motor x 1, Pulse motor x 2 Motor

Max. 1,000rpmSpeed

Ternary scale 0.1~12.1mm
Binary scale 0.1~12.7mm

Stitch length

Factory option High speed sequin device, Position marker(not applicable with cap frames)

Option High speed cording device, Boring device(not applicable with cap frames), Jog remote controller, 
Emb. Lame attachment, Cap frame, Cylindrical frame, Pocket frame, Beam sensor’

Electricity 3-phase:200~240V, 350~440V 50Hz/60Hz

[Example of model code] TEMX-15 18
a b c

Contents of model code : a = Model name
 b = Number of needles
 c = Number of heads

*Consultation for orders of special embroidery machines is also available by specifying embroidery space, number of heads, number of needles etc.
*We reserve the right to change the specification for improvements without previous notice.
*Rotational speed may vary, depending on the applicable conditions, machine models or frame types.
*No design or registered trademark of the products contained in this catalog may be used without the prior permission.

19-22, Shirakabe 3-chome, Higashi-ku Nagoya 461-0011 JAPAN
TEL : 81-52-932-3444, 3445     FAX : 81-52-932-2457, 3449
http://www.tajima.com   

Head office / Main Plant
No. 1800 Ushiyama-cho, Kasugai, Aichi-pre. 486-0901 JAPAN
Technical center
1103-1 Ikeda, Muranaka, Komaki, Aichi-pre. 485-0082 JAPAN
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*Border frame for embroidery space Y=360 is also available as an option.

Shanghai Tajima Embroidery Machinery Co., Ltd. (China)

TAJIMA AMERICA CORPORATION (U.S.A.)

TAJIMA MANUFACTURING (USA), INC. (U.S.A.)
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